
We definitely take a step closer to 
Heaven when we awaken from the il-

lusion of blaming others for the discomforts of 
our own life. Society currently finds ample re-
ward in its fashionable ‘victim mentality’. How 
much easier is it to deny personal responsibil-
ity, to say, ‘The Devil / bad childhood / friends 
/ television / genetics / rock music made me 
do it! ’ Granted, these pervasive influences are 
often not easy to transcend; but we can still 
control our perceptions or thoughts. Astonish-
ingly, the same ‘bad’ life could just as easily be 
interpreted, by a more enlightened viewer, as 
Heaven on Earth. ‘One man’s food is another 
man’s poison.’
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Our anger, fear and guilt separate us, like 
barbed wire, from a cascade of natural Beauty 
surrounding us. A walk in Nature helps to 
remove this sense of isolation. We become 
unified, through Love and Gratitude, with 
the Grace of God. Our magnificent Universe 
recites volumes to us, fills our eyes with 
radiant images, and lifts us to higher planes.

Little children close their eyes, and in darkness 
imagine themselves powerful because the 
stars disappear. May we open our eyes and 
come to know the beauty that’s true. 
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Our magnifi cent Universe recites volumes to us, fi lls our 
eyes with radiant images, and lifts us to higher planes.
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